
Direct Searches for Galactic 
Dark Matter 

‣ Why Dark Matter, Why WIMPs!
‣ Direct Search Update, UK bits!
‣ Scale-up and the Future!
‣ My pet topic - directionality

Neil Spooner, University of Sheffield

Thanks to those from whom I have 
borrowed slides and info

Sorry not to cover all experiments 
- there are many



‣To know more —> IDM2016!

‣Sheffield, 18-22 July

For the Latest 



Question for the Student 



Question for the Student 

Q: What fraction of the 
Universe is made of stars?



Question for the Student 

Q: What fraction of the 
Universe is made of stars?

ANS: 0.5% 



The Composition of the Universe

Matter density Dark energy /cosmological 
constant quintessence 

0.71+/-0.07
0.29+/-0.07

of which
0.05 : baryons"
0.24 : dark matter

Ω   =   Ωmatter      +      ΩΛ



object in"
orbit.

r

Evidence from GALAXIES

e.g. NGC3198



Example

the “flat rotation curve”

flat 



And more examples



And more



And more....



And more....



Dark 
Matter

Luminous 
matter

So Galaxies are 90% Dark Matter





Abell 370

Evidence from Gravitational 
Lensing





Baryons



Baryons

nope



Theoretically Most Likely

"
(1) LSP - Neutralino Particles "
(2) LKP - Kaluza-Klein Particles"
"

Supersymmetry theory

Extra Dimension theory

Weakly 
Interacting 

Massive 
Particles 

CP violation theory(3) Axions



WIMP

Nucleus

What Does a WIMP do in Matter?
‣  “Billiard Ball Kinematics”



Bang goes the Recoil Equation



Detector

Cosmic rays

Oh Dear Background Radiation!

‣Alpha, beta, gamma, neutron, cosmic rays!

‣U, Th, K….    radon



A Route to WIMP Direct Detection



Many Experiments Worldwide  

Kamioka
XMASS 
NEWAGE

Yangyang
KIMS

Homestake
LUX

Boulby
ZEPLIN 
DRIFTSNOLAB

DEAP/CLEAN 
PICASSO

Soudan
CDMS

Frejus
EDELWEISS

Canfranc
ANAIS 
ArDM 
ROSEBUD

DAMA/LIBRA 
CRESST 
WARP 
XENON

Gran Sasso

‣Go underground to get away from cosmic rays 



Experiments - Past, Present, Future

Thanks to R. Gaitskell



~Current Situation
‣at High Mass
Nothing so far 
Consistent with the 
absence of SUSY@LHC

‣at Low Mass
Some closed contours, 
and strong limits"
What is going on?

“neutrino floor”
‣Are the closed 

regions a hint 
or just 
unreliable 
calibration 



Many Recent Technical Advances
but oh dear, no signal, what to do?:



Many Recent Technical Advances

• try low WIMP mass

• try bigger targets for high WIMP mass

• double check old “signals”

• try something else!
• seek better signal

but oh dear, no signal, what to do?:



WIMPs Found? or Not?
‣DAMA collaboration in Italy 

see an Annual Modulation 
and claim it is WIMPs! 
‣Changed Phototubes to high 

QE - Results 2017? 

Rita Bernabei 



Annual Modulation Attack

‣ ANAIS (Spain)!
‣ DM-ICE (US-UK)!
‣ KIMS (S. Korea)!
‣ Sabre (US-Italy)

COSINE (joint analysis)

‣Renewed global efforts of annual modulation in NaI



50m

1450m

2450m

2820m

bedrock

IceCube lab

IceCube In-Ice array"
80 strings each with 
60 DOMs

AMANDA-II 
array"
(IceCube pre-
cursor)

DeepCore"
6 strings each with "
60 high quantum 
efficiency"
DOMs; optimized for 
low"
energies

First DM-ICE Result Just Published

‣Original UK NAIAD 
experiment NaI 
crystals from Boulby

‣17 kg, 2.5 km 
below South Pole



~Current Situation
‣at High Mass
Nothing so far 
Consistent with the 
absence of SUSY@LHC

‣at Low Mass
Some closed contours, 
and strong limits"
What is going on?

“neutrino floor”
‣Are the closed 

regions a hint 
or just 
unreliable 
calibration 



~Current Situation

“neutrino floor”

‣Strategy
1. Improve sensitivity at low mass (lower the threshold)"
2. Improve sensitivity at large mass (increase target mass) 



Low Mass: Bolometers superCDMS

‣Also Edelweiss - 
merger with CDMS to 
form EURECA?

‣Abandon discrimination - go for low threshold

‣Capacity for 400 kg - 
2019+  @ SNOLAB 



‣CaWO4 bolometric scintillator @ Gran Sasso

Low Mass: Bolometers CRESST

‣New low threshold 
designs to 100 eV

‣Some/previous UK involvement

‣Plans to reach towards neutrino floor 
(100 tonne-days, x100 lower background)



‣Straight Ge (PPC) or Si ionisation
Low Mass: New Alternatives

‣Low threshold gas TPC

DAMIC
CoGent

NEWS

TREX
(SNOLAB)

(~CANFRANC)

‣Low aim for low energy 
threshold, ~no 
discrimination 



Spin Dependent
‣PICO 2L, 60 (old Coupp, Piccaso) - C3F8 target

‣Bubble chamber technology - low threshold, high particle ID

‣Latest limits starting to 
enter SUSY region
‣ Issue with unknown 

particulate backgrounds



High WIMP Mass: Liquid Noble Gas
‣ Impressive development of liquid xenon & argon technology

Thanks to H. Wang

‣LAr came later -new 39K reduction makes this promising 



High WIMP Mass: Liquid Noble Gas
‣ Impressive development of liquid xenon & argon technology

‣Much UK 
pioneering 
work

Thanks to H. Wang

‣LAr came later -new 39K reduction makes this promising 



Liquid Xe and Liquid Ar
‣Particle ID by scintillation (single phase) or Scintillation + 

ionisation (dual phase)

‣ 3D imaging rejects 
external backgrounds 

‣Electron-recoil 
backgrounds identified 
by charge / light ratio

‣High purity LXe/LAr target 

‣Single photon and electron 
sensitivity 



LUX
‣370 kg LXe target at SURF lab S. Dakota (UK involvement)
‣Current best spin independent limits, and WIMP-neutron SD

‣recent work calibrations effort and 
pushing to 4 GeV threshold 

‣Competitive WIMP-proton SD



LUX
‣370 kg LXe target at SURF lab S. Dakota (UK involvement)



LUX-ZEPLIN (LZ)

Backgrounds"

Calibrations "

Purity for charge 
drift "

Light Collection "

Drift field, low 
electron + 
photon 
emission 


‣Goal: neutrino-limited sensitivity of ~1x10-48 cm2!

‣Main UK investment (STFC) 

‣Replaces LUX at the Sanford Underground Facility (SURF)

‣Challenges 



LZ Projected Sensitivity



XENON 1T Experiment
‣ Inauguration Nov 2015

‣1 tonne dual phase LXe @ Gran Sasso - European/US

‣Engineering cold runs now
‣Rapid scale-up to 7 tonnes

‣ Impressive schedule keeping
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‣1 tonne dual phase LXe @ Gran Sasso - European/US
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‣Rapid scale-up to 7 tonnes

‣ Impressive schedule keeping



XENON 1T Experiment



DEAP-3600 Experiment

‣Radon/surface 
control critical

‣Prospects for 
argon deplete 
of 39Ar

‣LAr single phase @ SNOLAB (UK involvement)
‣Now cooling down, expect data 2016



Future Massive WIMP Detectors (?)
‣LZ

‣XENON nTonne

‣DARWIN (design study)

‣DEAP-50 (LAr - depleted)

‣DarkSide-20K, ARGO

‣Others…..



What About a Signal for WIMPs?

Galactic 
WIMP	

Halo

12:00h

42o

0:00h

WIMP Wind

Tail Head

WIMP
nuclear recoil track charge

‣A directional recoil signal is a very powerful proof

‣Measure the nuclear recoil track itself 
and determine the head from the tail

‣Lets be prepared!



Not instrumented

Anode

Grid

Charge 
track

Drift 
Field

Y

X

Z

DRIFT is Pioneer (US-UK) at Boulby

‣Z- fiducialisation using minority 
carriers, -ve ion CS2:CF4:O2

Significant advances recently:

‣Good head-tail sensitivity 
with this mixture

‣Use of SF6 -ve ion drift - 
improved target mass

‣Use low pressure negative ion gas

new head-tail results

2016

2009



DRIFT - 3D Fiducial with Head-Tail
‣DRIFT-IId now runs zero background, only volume limited



DRIFT-II - 3D Fiducial with Head-Tail
‣Towards ruling out DAMA - with Directionality

‣Achieved with 
~130 g target



CYGNUS-TPC Ton-scale Directional



CYGNUS-TPC Global Concept
‣SF6 target (~x5 more F per volume than current)!
‣Fiducialisation, -ve ion drift, head-tail sensitivity!
‣Multi-tonne, multi-underground site, !
‣Staged programme - low WIMP mass, high WIMP mass

Australia, China, France, 
Italy, Japan, UK, US

CYGNUS - Pathfinder 1
CYGNUS - Pathfinder 2

CYGNUS - TPC



How Not to be Afraid of Large TPCs
‣Example - something the size of ICARUS (used for LAr) 
‣Size: 2 x ~18 x 3 x 3 m, central cathode, 1.5m drift
‣Would contain ~ 0.5 Tonne Fluorine (SF6) @ 200 Torr
‣Size is ~ 100th scale of proposed DUNE liquid argon TPC



Boulby

Kamioka

Stawell

new lab 
funded in 
Australia

CYGNUS-TPC - Multiple Sites



CYGNUS R&D at New Boulby Lab
DRIFT-II 



CYGNUS R&D at New Boulby Lab



What if it’s not WIMPs?



Not Baryons or WIMPs!



Not Baryons or WIMPs!

AXION



Not Baryons or WIMPs!

AXION
Sterile neutrino

Some other particle
2000 – 2010: > 40 papers & reviews confirming that 
a keV-mass sterile ν matches DM requirements"

Warm DM (sub-keV)
Dark Photons

Peter Smith 



ADMX - AXION Search (US-UK)

‣Axions couple to photons
‣Use tuned microwave cavity

‣Peccei Quinn Mechanism - explain why strong nuclear 
interactions preserves CP symmetry

‣Chosen by DOE as Gen2
‣Some UK work - Ed Daw



Power of Gas TPCs?
‣Prospects in 1 GeV region and below by electron scattering!
‣Threshold in gas: 30 eV?



Conclusion
‣A fascinating time, if complex and frustrating time!
‣Phenomenal technical progress
‣Many new results coming:

DEAP3600 (liquid argon)
XENON 1T (liquid xenon)

Thoughts
‣Need to search broadly and to keep an open mind:

Multiple tagets (Xe, Ar, Ge, F etc)

‣Understanding (unusual) backgrounds is key

High and low WIMP mass

‣Understanding calibrations is key
What makes a convincing signal


